


N I G H T  L I G H T      1 1 : 1 3

M O M E N T  O F  G R A C E     1 0 : 5 7

J O U R N E Y  T O  P E A C E       1 1 : 1 9

B R E A T H E  I N  M E           7 : 2 5

A D A G I O  F O R  S L E E P      7 : 3 6

T O U C H I N G  C A L M           7 : 4 4

T O T A L  T I M E  5 6 : 1 8



“Mr. Wild successfully creates a soothing and calming atmosphere which 

could be an excellent addition to one’s nightly sleep regimen.”

William C. Dement, M.D., Ph.D 
Director, Sleep Disorders and Research Center
Stanford University School of Medicine



The titles of the first seven Liquid Mind albums 
have honored values important to me on my 
life’s journey.  This eighth album honors the 
need in all of us for a healthy and regenerating 
rest each night. I hope you’ll enjoy my music, 
and use it in good health.

Chuck Wild
March, 2006



Chuck Wild

Composer Chuck Wild is a passionate advocate of using ultra-slow music in healing 
settings. In November 2005, Chuck presented at the American Music Therapy Conference 
regarding the use of slow music in treating anxiety. His experience as a songwriter, 
composer, sound designer and synthesist spans three decades, including writing over 125 
songs and compositions for dozens of television shows, several films, and many albums 
for other artists. Liquid Mind VII: Reflection won the Coalition of Visionary Resources 
Award for Best Meditation/Healing Music album of 2005. 



William C. Dement, M.D., Ph.D

William C. Dement, M.D., Ph.D., is the Lowell W. and Josephine Q. Berry Professor in 
the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University.  He is the 
leading authority on sleep, sleep deprivation, and the diagnosis and treatment of sleep 
disorders.  He received his M.D. and Ph.D. from the University of Chicago where he 
participated in the first observations of Rapid Eye Movements during sleep.  He was 
the first to recognize REM sleep as a distinct biological state with unique properties 
including vivid dreaming.

In 1970, he founded the world’s first sleep disorders center and in 1975 founded 
the American Academy of Sleep Medicine. Dr. Dement is co-editor of the definitive 
textbook of sleep medicine and has authored the first undergraduate textbook on sleep 
for the popular course he has taught at Stanford University since 1971. He has made 
many scientific contributions, among the most important of which are the elucidation 
of sleep debt and the long-term consequences of sleep deprivation in all components 
of society. He has also written an authoritative and entertaining book for the general 
public entitled The Promise of Sleep.



composed and performed by chuck wild
produced and mixed by chuck wild
photography & art direction: glen wexler
mastering: bernie grundman

background vocals:
“breathe in me” and “journey to peace”: a. j. teshin, michael whitfield, chuck wild

cover model: cayleen davies
stylist: lori “tin” wornom
make-up & hair: mitzi spallas 

my love, gratitude, and thanks to: dad (happy 96th birthday!) and my extended family, boo & linda 
and family, gini, linda, and dad’s wonderful caregivers (ruth, thecil, peggy and lori), paul f., mike, 
michèle and harry, jeff and hugh, bruce and bea, will, kristin, suzanne, a. j., gary f., lois, terence and 
karen for sharing my vision of bringing liquid mind to all those who can benefit from it, paul 
stavrand and the real music team (sylvia, fran, jamie, jon, nick, and richard), andy for wonderful 
site design, and glen wexler for lending your visionary art to my albums.

welcome to new arrivals michael anthony aguilar, hailey michelle aguilar, lillie kathleen vehling 
and ethan charles skopp. farewell to jeffrey runyon, don brandon ray, johnny pierce, rick rhodes, 
and bob moog, five generous souls whose contributions to the music industry will live on long 
after they are gone. 
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LiquidMindMusic.com

Liquid Mind® is a registered trademark and may not be used without permission. Made in the USA. 
Disclaimer: While research has indicated some music may have certain health effects like relaxation, Chuck Wild Records make no health claims whatsoever for the Liquid Mind® music.  
Based upon unsolicited feedback from thousands of  listeners during the past three decades, the eighteen Liquid Mind® albums appear to be deeply relaxing to some folks (including their kids and pets).  

                     

Warning: May cause drowsiness, use care when operating vehicles or dangerous machinery.
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